Seal competition to LA on Universal Music – November 2017

RULES

1. The following rules (“Specific Rules”) together with the general competition terms and conditions (which can be found http://standards.seal.com/) (the “Competition Terms and Conditions”) of Universal Music Operations (as defined in the Competition Terms and Conditions apply to ‘Seal Competition to LA’ (the “Competition”) which will run from 2nd November to 24th November 2017 on the URL http://standards.seal.com/

2. Anyone who enters the Competition (an “Entrant”) will be deemed to have read and accepted the Specific Rules and the Competition Terms and Conditions and will be bound by them.

DETAILS OF THE COMPETITION

3. To enter the Competition an Entrant must go online to http://standards.seal.com/ and register their details. Online entry will open at on 2nd November and close at 23.59 on 24th November

4. Entrants must fill out all required fields at http://standards.seal.com/

5. The winner will be drawn at random from all correct entries and contacted by telephone or email.

6. We will notify the winner within 24 hours from the end date of the Competition and the winner will have 48 hours from notification to claim the Prize. If you fail to claim the Prize within the 48 hours, or fail to comply with any other instructions or notified time-limit, an alternative entrant will selected as the winner and you will forfeit your right to the Prize and your claim will be invalid.

ELIGIBILITY

7. Entrants must be aged over 21 or over, a resident of the UK or Isle of Man and hold a passport valid for at least six months beyond the return date of the holiday. Northern Ireland excluded. Entrants must not be employees of Universal Music Operations, its group companies (“we” or the “Promoter”), their families, agents or anyone else professionally associated with the draw.

8. Entry is restricted to one entry per person; duplicate entries will be excluded from the Competition.

PRIZE

9. First prize includes:

• Three-night’s accommodation for 2 persons (one room with a choice of twin beds or a double bed) in The Standard Hotel, Downtown in Los Angeles from 15th – 18th January 2018.
• Return economy flights from London to Los Angeles, UK airport used will be dependent on the direct availability from the winner’s nearest available international UK airport, which may not necessarily be the closest.

10. The prize excludes:

• Airport transfers.
• Meals and drinks (other than those specified above).
• Excursions and other personal expenses.
• Travel insurance.

11. Universal Music Operations reserves the right to substitute the prize with another prize at its absolute discretion.
12. The prize is non-transferable and there are no cash alternatives.
13. Entrants’ data will be used for administration of this prize draw and in accordance with the permissions granted or withheld at the point of entry.

13. We are responsible for the first part of the promotion, which is the publication and adjudication of the competition. Provision of the prizes are the responsibility of the Prize Providers (subject to the prize).

14. These Terms and Conditions are to be interpreted in accordance with English law and any dispute arising out of these Terms or their subject matter is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.